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I Will 
Buy Carefully 

BUYING CLOTHING 

I Will - - -
• Buy for Long Wear 
• Choose Simple Styles 
• Read the Labels 
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RAYON I 

APLENTIFUL but not unlimited supply of rayon 
is available for civilian needs. It will be used 

to relieve shortages of other fibers. 

Most Rayon ••• 
• Does not soil readily. The dust slides off. 
•Is easily washed and ironed. However, fancy 

weaves may not allow successful laundering. 
•Offers pleasing colors, but be sure the color 

is fast. 
• Does not stay pressed or hold pleats. Choose 

styles that do not muss easily or do not call 
for crisp pressed appearance. 

•Stretches and sags. Avoid tight fit and many 
seams. 

Acetate rayon is different in some respects from 
other rayon. Acetates (sharkskin, for example) have 
a harder surface and hold press and pleats better. 
They are ideal for collars and dickeys and are well 
adapted to tailored styles. However, acetate rayon: 

1. D.issolves in some dry cleaning fluids and spot 
removers. 

2. Holds creases made when wet so avoid wringing 
and twisting. 

3. Melts under hot iron. 

Spun rayon has a linen or wool-like texture. It is 
rayon that has been made in short lengths, like wool 
or cotton fibers, and then spun into yarn. It has a 
soft, dull look and feel. It ravels and frays less and 
is less likely to pull at the seams than other rayons. 
Spun rayon offers a variety of textures. Sometimes 
it is given a special crimp, making it more wool-like. 

When Buying Watch These Points 

Yarn twist-If the yarns in a cloth are too soft 
and loosely twisted, they may fuzz up with wear. 
Yarns refer to the lengthwise and crosswise threads 
of a cloth. Notice variations of yarns in different 
pieces of challis, alpaca, or flat crepe. The twist of 
the yarn in fabrics affects the quality of cloth just 
as the knitting yarn used affects sweaters or socks. 

Firm weave-This is especially important in slip 
materials, linings, and crepe. If yarns shift easily 
when the fabric is pulled gently between the fingers, 
the garment will pull along stitching lines. 

Cui edge-Examine the cut end in yard goods 
and the seam edges in ready-mades. If the yarns can 
be easily untwisted, the seams will fray and wash out. 

Labels-Labels should give the buyer real infor
mation such as special finishes and color fastness. 
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Examples of special finishes are "tebilized" and 
"vitalized," which indicate permanent crush resist
ant finishes. The label may state whether or not the 
rayon is an acetate. 

Care required-All textiles, especially rayons, need 
the right care. Find out what care is recommended 
and then give the finished garment this care. 

WOOL 

W OOL consumption in 1942 will double that of 
recent prewar years. Since three fourths of this 

wool will be used for war purposes, civilians will 
have to get along with half as much new wool (wool 
never before made into merchandise) as usual. · 

In order to supply somewhere near as much wool 
cloth as before, manufacturers are blending wool 
with reprocessed wool, reused wool, spun rayon, 
cotton, and casein-milk fiber. The label tells how 
much of each of these fibers is present. 

The value of wool lies in its natural springiness 
which makes the cloth wrinkle resistant and which 
makes baggy 'elbows and knees. go back into place 

. when steam pressed. These high qualities and the 
~;l;'t-----_,.armth of wool cannot be expected from part wool 

1 fabrics. However, part wool cloth which has firm, 
. even yarns and a tight weave will come nearer giving 

· the service of all wool than loosely woven or novelty 
l weaves. Some facts about these fibers which are 
f being used with wool may help in making a choice. 
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1. Reprocessed wool is wool reclaimed from tailors' 
or manufacturers' clippings. If the quality of wool 
was good in the beginning, reprocessed wool may 
be almost as good as virgin wool. 

2. Reused wool is made from wornout clothing. The 
fabric is just as sanitary as new wool because it 
has been thoroughly sterilized. The quality of re
used wool varies. Poor quality reused wool feels 
harsh and lifeless when crushed in the hand. 

3. Rayon gives a soft feel. As the amount of rayon 
increases, warmth and wrinkle resistance decreases. 
Rayon dries slowly and is weak when wet. 

4. Cotton gives strength. Too much cotton makes a 
cloth stiff. A cotton and wool flannel skirt that 
feels stiff and board-like is not uncommon. 

The number of colors in fabrics may be 
somewhat limited. Bui there are enough 
chemical materials to make those that are 
used color fast. Ask for colors that are fast 
to light and washing. 

COTTON 

THERE is no shortage of cotton, but shortage of 
spindles and labor. As a result, 25 to 30 per cent 

less cotton than usual is available for civilian use. 
Fewer fine finishes and less variety will be available. 
Since cotton fabrics serve many practical needs, it 
is wise to buy good quality. When buying cotton 
goods, watch for these on the label: 

Vat dye-Indicates fast color. 
Sanforized-Fabric that will not shrink more than 

one per cent or one-fourth inch per yard. 
Pre-shrunk-Will not shrink more than a stated 

per cent. 
Thread count (firmness of weave)-For example, 

a thread count 80 x 80 on percale indicates a firmly 
woven fabric having enough threads to make it firm. 
The same number of lengthwise and crosswise threads 
in ·an inch makes for longer wear. 

Besides the plain weaves, two other cotton weaves 
are coming to the front for our wartime needs. 

Twill weaves, such as denims and gabardines, 
• are identified by diagonal ridges. These weaves make 

excellent work clothes because they wear well and 
resist tearing. But they do stretch more than plain 
weaves. Twill weaves resist soil but are harder to 
get clean when you do wash them. 

Pile weaves, such as corduroys and velveteens, 
are becoming increasingly popular. They are easy 
to sew. They are washable. The pile weave gives 
warmth and can be used in place of wool mixtures. 
Avoid stiff corduroys because they may contain a 
sizing which will come out in the wash leaving a 
limp fabric. Look on the back. A close weave will 
hold the pile in place. 

Hints for Home Sewing 
Select patterns with as few pieces as possible. 
(A limit of 8 to 12 pieces in the body of a 
dress is often suggested.) 

Select patterns which do not waste material. 

Shrink the cloth before cutting unless it has 
been pre-shrunk. 

Choose material that does not stretch and 
fray. 

Cut out two garments at the same time and 
make them factory style, when practical. It 
is a time saver for house dresses, children's 
clothes, and men's shirts. 



READY-MADES 
Dresses 

1. Keep dresses simple in line and detail. Simple 
clothes wear better than fancy clothes at the 
same price. Conservative types stay in style 
longer than fads. They are time savers because 
they don't require as much care. 

2. Notice the cut. If the parts of a dress have 
been cut full they will allow for body move
ment without strain on seams. Skimpy gores, 
shallow pleats, or scant gathers are warnings 
of poor quality. Style and comfort call for 
well-shaped dresses. 

3. Make sure that the pieces in a ready-made 
garment have been cut and put together so 
that the lengthwise threads run perpendicular 
to floor. Crosswise threads running downhill 
instead of straight across back and chest cause 
garments to lose their comfortable fit and to 
wrinkle upon wearing. 

4. Finish the seams and reinforce strategic stitch
ing lines on dresses that need it as soon as you • 
get them home. Remember many rayons fray 
badly unless the seams are well finished. 

5. Let clever inexpensive accessories give a lift 
to your spirits and make your wardrobe go 
further. 

Coats 
Compare different coats at the price you can pay. 

Remember that special style features and eye appeal 
(such as novel designs, unusual colors, and special 
trimmings) must either add to the cost of the coat 
or sacrifice some of its quality. 

Also consider the coat's use. A child who wears 
his coat in all kinds of weather requires a more dura-
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Price orders by :the Office of Price Ad
minis:tra:tion cover all clothing. The ceiling 
prices should be lis:ted in every store for 
each i:tem of clothing. Ask :to see :them. 

The War Production Board has placed 
limitations on :the style of ready-made coats 
and dresses and other outer garments in 
order :to save yardage. Fifteen :to 20 per cent 
yardage is being saved by present standards. 
Restrictions on length and sweep of skirts 
and hem allowances are included as well as 
elimination of style features which waste 
material such as balloon and dolman sleeves 
and wool patch pockets on lined wool coats. 

ble and perhaps even warmer coat than the house
wife who goes out occasionally and can often avoid 
bad weather. A coat worn ten times in ten days 
receives harder wear than a coat worn ten times 
with rest periods in between. 

Hose 
Rayon will make up the bulk of hose in the 

future. It takes a heavy weight of rayon hose to 
equal the strength of silk. The finest rayon yarns 
are being used to make parachutes for our army. 
The strongest are made into tires. We may have to 
wear serviceweight hose. Rayon hose are not as 
elastic as silk. They dry slowly and are weak 
when wet. 

1. Buy your correct size and garter length. 
2. Buy enough pairs so that you can allow 36 

hours for drying. 
3. Don't waste your money buying rayon hose if 
. you do not plan to wash them carefully. 

Shoes 
Right now leather and particularly sole leather 

is scarce for civilian use. Poorly fitted shoes and im
practical styles waste leather. 

1. Get the best possible fit. Have your feet meas
ured every time you buy. If you order by mail, 
measure your own or your children's feet ac
cording to directions given in the catalog. 

2. Buy comfortable, practical styles which wear 
well and maintain good foot health. 

3. Work shoes for women are better for health 
than dress shoes that have seen better days. 

Ready-to-wear firms and commercial pat
tern companies offer practical work clothes 
for women on farms and in factories. Wa:tch 
for :these points: 

l. Action room. Is :there plenty of room 
for stooping and reaching? 

2. Safety. Are :there any loose pockets 
and :ties which will catch? Are the 
wrists and ankles fastened in tightly? 

3. Service. Is cloth strong, color fast, and 
pre-shrunk? Are :the fastenings and 
s:ti:tching strong? 
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